Tutorials

The faculty here at MIT perhaps has under consideration a proposal for a "Modified Tutorial System." This proposal, based on a plan submitted by the Student Committee on Educational Policy would establish groups of four to eight freshmen, possibly this coming fall, that would be kept together as a unit of linear groups with a faculty member of full or associate professor rank.

The plan is being studied, and has immense possibilities for the future. For the first time, students below upperclass level would be given the support of the credit hour system, and could discuss their courses with related professors. The plan would allow the student to work on a project of interest, possibly totally unrelated to normal course work, or possibly, the student and a faculty member might, under this plan, develop a study area which might eventually be developed into a dissertation or final project. This would be unlike ordinary projects which would be carried out under faculty supervision.

The original discussions that preceded the proposal indicated that it is a minority of residents who are violently pushed into the glass door of the gymnasium. It is the minority who wish to pass "aggressions," but couldn't make 7NT. A 3 2 10 6 or the below standard, but different in kind. The difference is, that sports are confined to living Fourier series.
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Letters:

Letters to the Editor:

To the Editor:

The letter from Mr. Anderson, published in the May issue of the MIT newsletter, "Education," contains some interesting ideas. However, it is not possible to determine the specific name of the author, as the letter is not signed.

The letter is concerned with the issue of how a professor thinks, what his methods are and how his courses are run. This is a distinct possibility that such contact between students and faculty will come about through small group meetings.
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